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NEWS RELEASE

HealthTrust Leaders to Speak at Fall 2022 IDN
Summit and Reverse Expo

8/24/2022

NASHVILLE, Tenn.--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- HealthTrust Performance GroupSM, a leading performance improvement

company for healthcare supply chain, announced today three executives will speak at the Fall 2022 IDN Summit

and Reverse Expo, Aug. 29-31 at the JW Marriott Phoenix Desert Ridge Resort in Phoenix, Arizona.

HealthTrust strengthens provider performance and clinical

excellence via total spend management solutions, including

group purchasing and operator-bred expertise in the areas of supply chain, clinical integration and workforce.

HealthTrust executives will share thought leadership and perspectives during the following panel discussions:

Rosalind Holloway, Vice President of Global Sourcing and Manufacturing will participate in“State of the Global

Supply Chain”to de�ne current global supply chain trends, label potential challenges and risks, evaluate

emerging legislation and explore market value implications of global supply chain disruptions.

Brian Moran, PharmD, Vice President of Pharmacy Services will participate in “Biosimilars: Clinical Adoption

and Payer Considerations” to de�ne biosimilars and their uses, outline how to obtain buy-in from clinicians,

analyze the impact on patient care and demonstrate opportunities for biosimilars around supply chain

shortages.

Kyle Dunn, Assistant Vice President of Strategic Sourcing will participate in“Long-Term Impact of Pandemic on

Provider/Supplier Relationships”to describe how group purchasing organizations (GPOs) see supplier

engagement post-pandemic, explore best practices around relationship development, formulate how to build
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collaborative versus transactional relationships and analyze pandemic-related disruptions to healthcare

supplies.

For more than 20 years, the IDN Summit has brought together senior healthcare supply chain and pharmacy

executives to discuss strategic supply chain issues impacting Integrated Delivery Networks (IDNs). The summit will

feature tracks including Clinical Integration, Cultivating Talent, Executive Leadership, Pharmacy Clinical and

Financial Operations, as well as additional idea exchanges.

About HealthTrust

HealthTrust (HealthTrust Purchasing Group, L.P.) is committed to strengthening provider performance and clinical

excellence through an aligned membership model and the delivery of total spend management advisory solutions

that leverage our operator experience, scale and innovation. Headquartered in Nashville, Tenn., HealthTrust serves

over 1,800 hospitals and health systems in the U.S. and the United Kingdom, and more than 57,000 non-acute

locations including ambulatory surgery centers, physician practices, long-term care and alternate care sites.

HealthTrust has earned designation as a Top Workplace in Middle Tennessee.

Richard Jonardi 
 

richard.jonardi@healthtrustpg.com 

615.344.3000

Source: HealthTrust
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